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PEACE OF MIND 
TECHNOLOGY
Collaborative Workspaces

Peace of Mind Technology (POMT) is a specialist 
workplace technology firm at the forefront of 
convergence between audio visual and information 
technology. POMT approached nsquared, wanting to 
work together to create a digital table solution that 
would help POMT to show their clients how multi-user 
technology can improve their workspace.

[1] The hardware must demonstrate the full 
potential of multi-user tabletop software.

[2] Incorporating the Samsung SUR40 into a booth 
setting.

CLIENT 

CHALLENGES 

“The team at 
nsquared has 
helped us create a 
great leading edge 
experience with 
their digital tabletop 
solutions.”
JEREMY POLLAK, PEACE OF MIND 
TECHNOLOGY SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA



nsquared POMT - Collaborative Workspaces

nsquared solutions supplied  POMT with a Samsung 
SUR40 digital table with our suite of business 
applications for their new in-house show space.
The SUR40 has been incorporated into a booth 
setting, giving clients hands-on experience with the 
technology. nsquared’s contribution to this project 
has helped POMT demonstrate the possibilities of 
new collaborative workspaces.

POMT uses the nsquared apps to show the full 
potential of multi-user tabletop computing. POMT’s 
business suite includes: nsquared attractor, nsquared 
presenter, nsquared thoughts, nsquared documents 
and nsquared schedules.

nsquared also assisted the POMT team to create ‘byte 
tags’ that can be recognised by the SUR40’s vision 
system. These tags have been added to the company 
business cards for use with nsquared schedules. By 
placing a card on the SUR40 a POMT team member 
can bring up his or her company calendar on the 
tabletop.
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SOLUTION

BENEFITS 

“By placing a card 
on the SUR40 
a POMT team 
member can bring 
up his or her 
company calendar 
on the tabletop.”

[1] Demonstrates cutting edge collaborative 
computing technology.

[2] Byte tags make scheduling meetings with clients 
and colleagues a breeze.
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